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Abstract: Extracting relational triples from unstructured medical texts can provide a basis for the
construction of large-scale medical knowledge graphs. The cascade binary pointer tagging network
(CBPTN) shows excellent performance in the joint entity and relation extraction, so we try to explore
its effectiveness in the joint entity and relation extraction of Chinese medical texts. In this paper, we
propose two models based on the CBPTN: CBPTN with conditional layer normalization (Cas-CLN)
and biaffine transformation-based CBPTN with multi-head selection (BTCAMS). Cas-CLN uses the
CBPTN to decode the head entity and relation-tail entity successively and utilizes conditional layer
normalization to enhance the connection between the two steps. BTCAMS detects all possible entities
in a sentence by using the CBPTN and then determines the relation between each entity pair through
biaffine transformation. We test the performance of the two models on two Chinese medical datasets:
CMeIE and CEMRDS. The experimental results prove the effectiveness of the two models. Compared
with the baseline CasREL, the F1 value of Cas-CLN and BTCAMS on the test data of CMeIE improved
by 1.01 and 2.13%; on the test data of CEMRDS, the F1 value improved by 1.99 and 0.68%.

Keywords: Chinese medical; joint entity and relation extraction; cascade binary pointer tagging

1. Introduction

Medical texts, including medical textbooks, medical literature, clinical practice guidelines, medical
records and others, contain a large amount of medical and health knowledge. With the rapid and
vigorous development of the medical and health sectors in China, a large amount of Chinese medical
text data have been generated. The proper utilization of the information in these texts can facilitate

**Our code is available at https://github.com/Chang-Hongyang/Cas CLN-BTCAMS
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intelligent development in the medical field, such as the construction of medical knowledge graphs
and other research. However, unstructured text cannot be directly used by deep learning algorithms,
and it is time-consuming and laborious to extract information manually. In this case, an important
branch of natural language processing, joint entity and relation extraction, can be applied to complete
the extraction of structured medical information in a low-cost and rapid way.

Overlap
type

Input sentence
(Chinese)

Relational triples
(Chinese)

Input sentence
(English)

Relational triples
(English)

NOR 甲状腺彩超示：甲
状腺左侧叶结节

<甲状腺彩超，检查证实了疾
病，甲状腺左侧叶结节>

Ultrasonography of thyroid showed 
nodules in the left lobe of thyroid

<ultrasonography of thyroid,
ECD, nodules in the left lobe of
thyroid>

SEO
心脏彩超：左室舒
张功能下降;双侧股
总动脉斑块形成；

<心脏彩超，检查证实了症状，
左室舒张功能下降>
<心脏彩超，检查证实了症状，
双侧股总动脉斑块形成>

Color doppler echocardiography:
left ventricular diastolic function
decreased and bilateral common
femoral artery plaque formed;

<color doppler ECDio, ECD, left
ventricular diastolic function
decreased>
<color doppler ECDio, ECD,
bilateral common femoral artery
plaque formed>

EPO

急性咽喉炎@麻疹:
伴有结膜炎、鼻炎、
咳嗽和特征性皮疹*
科氏斑（颊黏膜红
斑基底上出现蓝白
色的突起病变）是
麻疹的特征性表现。

<麻疹，并发症，咳嗽>
<麻疹，并发症，鼻炎>
<麻疹，并发症，结膜炎>
<麻疹，临床表现，咳嗽>
<麻疹，临床表现，鼻炎>
<麻疹，临床表现，结膜炎>
...

Acute pharyngitis @ measles: With
conjunctivitis, rhinitis, cough, and
characteristic rash * Koenie's spot
(a bluish white protruding lesion on
the base of the erythema of the
buccal mucosa) is characteristic for
measles.

<measles, Comp, rhinitis>
<measles, Comp, cough>
<measles, Comp, conjunctivitis>
<measles, CMa, rhinitis>
<measles, CMa, cough>
<measles, CMa, conjunctivitis>
...

Figure 1. Examples of triples of different entity overlap types. ECDio stands for “Echocar-
diography”; ECD stands for “The examination confirmed the disease”; Comp stands for
“Complications”; and CMa stands for “Clinical Manifestation”.

In these medical texts, there are a large number of relationships that cluster in sentences, such as one
disease entity corresponding to multiple symptom entities, one examination entity corresponding to
multiple symptom entities, etc., which are obviously characterized by a high density of triples, complex
types, and diverse reference meanings of sentence elements. The entity overlap of relational triples is
common in sentences. According to the degrees of entity overlap, sentences can be divided into three
types: the normal type (NOR), single entity overlap type (SEO), and entity pair overlap type (EPO).
If the triples do not share the same entity in a sentence, that is, there is no entity overlap, it is called
the normal type (NOR); if there are two or more triples that share the same entity in a sentence, it is
called the single entity overlap type (SEO); if a sentence contains two or more relations between one
entity pair, it is called the entity pair overlap type (EPO). Figure 1 provides a more intuitive and detailed
explanation of triple overlap. Complex overlap problems and the large number of triples bring major
challenges to research on the joint entity and relation extraction of Chinese medical texts.

To solve the problems mentioned above, we propose a subject-based cascade tagging framework
with conditional layer normalization (Cas-CLN) and a biaffine transformation-based cascade tagging
framework with multi-head selection (BTCAMS) model. The Cas-CLN model divides the task into two
parts: head entity decoding and relation-tail entity joint decoding. First, the head entity classifier detects
all possible head entities in the multi-layer fusion of sentence representation. The model then deeply
fuses the sentence representation with the head entity information and relation embedding information
through the conditional layer normalization. The tail entity-relation joint decoder, which is composed
of a multi-layer CBPTN network, decodes the tail entities in the fusion representation on the network
layer corresponding to each relation. The advantages of using the encoder for the multi-layer fusion of
sentence features and conditional layer normalization are (a) a multi-layer fusion of the encoders learns
more comprehensive sentence encoding representations than using the last layer only; (b) conditional
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layer normalization is used to fuse the sentence representation with the head entity information to make
the head entity information more accessible to the tail entity tagger. This improves the validity of the
tail entity decoding. Although Cas-CLN is effective, when the number of predefined relations in the
dataset is too large, the number of CBPTN layers will increase accordingly. In this case, there will be
only a very small amount of entity pointer signals for most relations in the target output. The sparse and
weakened supervision signals increase the difficulty of training. Due to the characteristics of medical
texts, most datasets in the medical field are constructed manually, and the scale will be limited to a
certain extent, which will affect the performance of Cas-CLN. To address this problem, we propose
the BTCAMS model to divide the task into two parts: named entity recognition and relation extraction.
BTCAMS uses a CBPTN to extract entities and entity types from sentence encoding representations,
and then calculates possible relations between each entity pair by biaffine. We verified the effectiveness
of the models in extracting relation triples on the two Chinese medical text datasets CMeIE [1] of
CHIP2020 and CEMRDS.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• For Chinese medical text data, we proposed the Cas-CLN model based on CBPTN, which uses the
multi-layer fusion representation mechanism and conditional layer normalization to improve the
performance of the model.
• For datasets with a small scale or a large number of relation types, we proposed the BTCAMS

model based on CBPTN, which enhances the relation determination between entity pairs through
biaffine transformation.
• Experiments on two Chinese medical text datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the two models

that we proposed. In addition, experiments on the CMeIE dataset show that our models outperform
the base models in all scenarios for the entity overlap and the multiple triples in sentence.

2. Related works

2.1. Entity relation extraction

Early research on relational triple extraction was based on the pipeline method [2–4], which divides
the task into two subtasks: named entity recognition and relation classification. Such methods ignored
the internal connections between the elements of the relational triples, resulting in the cumulative
propagation of errors. In response to this problem, subsequent research has made progress using
the joint extraction method based on feature engineering [5, 6] and the early application of neural
networks [7, 8]. However, the methods based on feature engineering rely heavily on the manual
construction of features and require a lot of manual labor. The early joint extraction methods simply
shared the weights in the neural network, but they still decoded entities and relations independently.

In 2017, Zheng et al. [9] realized the joint extraction of triples by converting the relation extraction
task into a sequence label. Since then, joint entity and relation extraction has developed rapidly, and
a large number of joint extraction models have sprung up, such as the end-to-end model, which uses
the copy strategy [10], the end-to-end model for fusion graph convolution neural networks [11], the
Seq2Seq model, which introduces the reinforcement learning strategy [12], and the end-to-end model
for multi-task learning with the copy mechanism [13]. Recently, Wei et al. [14] regarded the relation
as the mapping function from the head entity to the tail entity and completed the task of the joint
extraction of triples through a cascading binary tagging framework named CasREL. Additionally, some
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other excellent research, used a special handshake marker to reduce exposure bias [15] or employed a
heterogeneous graph to fuse token and relation information [16].

2.2. Entity relation extraction in the medical field

The relation extraction task in the medical field is usually to identify the predefined types of relations
between two medical entities. As early as 2011, Uzuner et al. [17] added the relation extraction of
disease entities in electronic medical records. In the subsequent evaluations, the following tasks were
added: the relation between the extraction of disease entities and time [18], the risk factors that may
cause heart disease in the electronic medical record [19], and the relation between diseases and chemical
drugs in the biomedical text (chemically induced disease relation extraction, CID) [20]. The following
studies have been conducted in the relation extraction of medical texts. Yang et al. [21] used special rules
and conditional random field (CRF) models to extract temporal relations from condition records; Sahu
et al. [22] achieved the best result on the i2b2/VA relation extraction dataset [17] using the CNN model.
Zhou et al. [23] proposed a framework based on the feature model and RNN neural network model to
extract the relation between chemistry and diseases; Nguyen et al. [24] spliced the character encoding
representation of CNN and LSTM as a CNN input to complete the medical relation extraction task;
Chikka [25] aimed at the relation between diseases and treatments in the i2b2-2010 dataset and proposed
a strategy based on the fusion of rules and Bi-LSTM; Ramamoorthy et al. [26] realized the extraction of
adverse drug reaction relations through the question and answer format of reading comprehension tasks;
Li et al. [27] integrated domain knowledge and an attention mechanism into the CNN model, which
was improved in the CID task; and Zhou et al. [28] used the TransE model [29] to learn the knowledge
representation of the dataset to guide the training of the CNN model and achieved the best results on the
CID task.

3. Methods

3.1. Subject-based Cas-CLN

To solve these problems, we carried out a joint extraction model at the triple level, as shown in the
following formulas. In the given sentence x j of the training set D and the set of triples T j = (h, r, t) in
the sentence, there may be entity overlap between the elements in T j. During training, the task of the
model is to maximize all x j maximum likelihood estimates.

|D|∑
j=1

∑
(h,r,t)∈T j

log p((h, r, t)|x j)

=

|D|∑
j=1

[∑
h∈T j

log p(h|x j) +
∑
h∈T j

log p((r, t)|h, x j)
]

=

|D|∑
j=1

[∑
h∈T j

log p(h|x j) +
∑

r∈T j |h

log pr(t|h, x j) +
∑

r∈R\T j |h

log pr(t�|h, x j)
]

(3.1)

where R is the set of predefined relations in the dataset, r ∈ R. h ∈ T j represents the head entity in
the relation triple set; p(h|x j) represents the conditional probability that the head entity is h when the
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training sentence x j is given; pr(t|h, x j) represents the conditional probability of the tail entity t specific
to the relationship r when the training sentence x j and the head entity h are given; r ∈ R \T j|h represents
all the relations in the triple set T j that have no semantic relationship with the head entity h. Since h has
no semantic relationship with r, the tail entity is defined as t�.

In this formula, the relation is modeled as the function t = r(h), where the head entity h is mapped
to the tail entity t through the corresponding relation r, thereby avoiding the operation of relation
classification. The task is disassembled into two independent modeling parts: head entity recognition
p(h|x j) and relation-tail entity joint recognition pr(t|h, x j). This modeling method alleviates the problem
of multiple triples in sentences, especially with entity overlap.

According to the above method, we propose the CAS-CLN model. The processing of the model was
described earlier in the Introduction. The overall structure of the Cas-CLN is shown in Figure 2, in
which the input sample is “Heart failure can show signs of edema and pulmonary congestion.” We can
see that the head entity decoder decodes the encoding feature of the sentence to obtain three possible
head entities: heart failure, pulmonary congestion, and edema. The first head entity, heart failure, is then
selected as the condition for the relation-tail entity decoding. Two tail entities are decoded in the clinical
manifestation relation to obtain the corresponding triples: <heart failure, clinical manifestation, edema
> and <heart failure, clinical manifestation, pulmonary congestion>. It then continues to traverse other
candidate head entities and repeat these operations.

...

BERT Encoder

Token Embedding:

Source Input:

Encoder 
Hidden-state:

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CLN

Head Entity 
Decode:

力 衰 竭 时 可 显 示心 水 肿 、 肺 淤 血 征 象

end
start

Tail Entity 
Decode:

end
start

...
end
start

Relation 1：
Medication

Relation C：
Clinical manifestation 

Shared Encoder 
Hidden state:

Conditional Layer NormalizationCLN
心力衰竭：Heart failure 水肿：Edema 肺淤血 :Pilmonary congestion

…

Relation 
Embedding 
Information

Relation 
Num

Medication

Clinical manifestation 

…

Figure 2. The cascade binary pointer framework fusing subject knowledge by conditional
layer normalization.

3.1.1. Encoder

The encoder is used to extract the feature representation of the input sentence for the decoding of
downstream modules. When choosing the encoder, we tried several mainstream pre-trained models,
such as BERT [30], RoBERTa [31], and ERNIE [32], all of which are open-source Chinese versions.
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BERT is a binary deep pre-trained language model. The pre-trained BERT model has been widely
used in many NLP tasks owing to its rich prior knowledge learned from a large unlabeled corpus and
its excellent in-depth bidirectional structure. Therefore, we do not elaborate on the pre-trained BERT
model here.

RoBERTa optimizes BERT by 1) increasing the amount of pre-trained corpora, using a larger input
batch size and more sufficient training for a longer time; 2) canceling the next sentence prediction
pre-trained task in BERT; 3) dynamically selecting masked words in the training data. ERNIE has made
three improvements in the training method: 1) changing the mask strategy during the pre-trained period
to allow the model to learn the information of tokens, words, and entities through masking the token
level, word level, and named entity level step by step; 2) using a large amount of multiple heterogeneous
data for training; 3) introducing a dialogue language model to learn the semantic information of multiple
rounds of dialogue in Baidu Tieba data.

3.1.2. Cascade binary classification decoder

1) Head entity decoding
Here, we adopt a binary pointer tagging network and use the sentence representation to calculate all

head entities with probabilities greater than the set threshold. Binary pointer labeling refers to assigning
a 0 or 1 mark to each token in the sentence and using two binary classifiers to detect the start and end
positions of the head entity. This process can be explained in the following formula:

pstarth
i = σ(Wstartxi + biasstart) (3.2)
pendh

i = σ(Wend xi + biasend) (3.3)

where xi represents the feature code of the input i−th word; W(.)and bias(.) represent the weight parameter
matrix and bias of the model, respectively; σ represents the activation function; pstarth

i and pendh
i represent

the probability that the i−th token can be used as the start position and the end position of the head
entity, respectively. When the value is greater than the set threshold, the corresponding position is
marked as 1; otherwise, it is marked as 0.

The process of identifying the span of the head entity in a sentence is optimized by the following
function:

pθ(h|x) =
∏

t∈(starth,endh)

L∏
i=1

(pt
i)

I{yt
i=1}(1 − pt

i)
I{yt

i=0} (3.4)

where L represents the text length; I{u} follows the rule: I{u} is 1 when u is true, and 0 when u is false;
ystarth

i and yendh
i are, respectively, the start position and end position marks of the head entity containing

the i−th word calculated by the formula, and their values are 0 or 1. θ = {Wstart,Wend, biasstart, biasend}

are the parameters of the model.
2) Relation-tail entity joint decoding

This step is to decode the tail entities on the specific relation layer from the sentence representation.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the joint decoder is stacked by the CBPTN with the same number of
layers as the number of predefined relations. To better fuse the relations embedding information, we add
a weight parameter that can be learned and let the model independently choose the collection amount of
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relation information. In the information fusion, we choose the conditional layer normalization strategy
that can make the information deeply interactive and fused.

Conditional layer normalization is mainly used to solve the problem that batch normalization leads to
a decline in results when there is a small amount of training data in a single batch. Su et al. [33] generated
the corresponding category text by adjusting positive and negative emotions as input conditions. Its
application in this task is to find the corresponding relations and tail entities according to the known
head entity.The specific LN formula is shown as follows:

ul = 1
H

∑H
i=1 al

i (3.5)

σl =

√
1
H

∑H
i=1(al

i − ul)2 (3.6)

x = Relu
(

gl

σl · (al
i − ul) + b

)
(3.7)

where l represents the l−th hidden layer; H represents the number of nodes in this hidden layer; and
a represents the value of the a node before the activation function. g represents the trainable gain
parameter matrix; b represents the trainable bias parameter; and x is the output of the hidden layer after
being processed by the activation function, that is, the result after normalization.

To convert the LN strategy into our framework, we use the extracted head entities as conditions
to assist the model in completing binary classification of the starting and ending positions of the tail
entities. The detailed process is described in the following formula:

crel = wrel ∗ R (3.8)
g
′

= wg ∗ c + g (3.9)
b
′

= wb ∗ c + b (3.10)

x
′

= Relu
(

g
′ l

σl · (al
i − ul) + b

′

)
(3.11)

pstartt
i = σ(Wr

startx
′

i + biasr
start) (3.12)

pendt
i = σ(Wr

end x
′

i + biasr
end) (3.13)

where wg and wb are linear transformation matrices. To obtain the encoding information of the candidate
head entity and the fusing representation of relations, condition c has the same dimension as g and b,
respectively, while c represents the fusion of relations and is expressed as Eq (3.8), R stands for the
set of relations, wrel is a trainable matrix, and the dimension is equal to the number of relations; x

′

represents the sentence feature representation after the fusion of head entity encoding information and
relations embedding information; pstarto

i and pendo
i are similar to those in the head entity decoding in Eqs

(3.2) and (3.3).
The model performs relation-tail entity decoding for each candidate head entity and extracts the

span of the tail entities that matches the head entity and the relations from the sentence. This process is
optimized by the following formula:

pr(t|x, h) =
∏

t∈(startt ,endt)

L∏
i=1

(pt
i)

I{yt
i=1}(1 − pt

i)
I{yt

i=0} (3.14)

The parameter expressions in Eq (3.14) are the same as those in Eq (3.4).
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...

BERT Encoder

Token Embedding:

Source Input:

Encoder 
Hidden-state:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Named Entity 
Recognition:

力 衰 竭 时 可 显 示心 水 肿 、 肺 淤 血 征 象

end
start

...
end
start

Entity type1：
Disease

Entity type N：
Symptom

Shared Encoder 
Hidden state:

Concat Concat Concat

soft 
label 

vector 1

soft 
label 

vector 2

FFNN_Head FFNN_Tail

Biaffine Transformation Classifier

肿，Clinical manifestation
血，Clinical manifestation 血，NULL 肿，NULL

The relations between the 
last character of the entity 
and others

心力衰竭：Heart failure 水肿：Edema    肺淤血 :Pilmonary congestion        
肿：Swelling         血：Blood

Figure 3. The biaffine transformation-based cascade tagging framework with multi-head
selection.

3.2. BTCAMS

Cas-CLN uses the CBPTN with the same number of layers as the number of relations to solve
the joint decoding of relations and tail entities, which reduces the average number of triples assigned
to each layer. This weakens the supervised signal, increasing the difficulty of training. Therefore,
Cas-CLN is more suitable for datasets with large scales or fewer predefined relation types. For this
reason, we propose a biaffine transformation-based cascade tagging framework with multi-head selection
(BTCAMS) model and disassemble the task into named entity recognition and relation classification.
The BTCAMS model first extracts all entities and entity types from the sentence representation using
CBPTN and then uses biaffine to calculate the relations between entity pairs after concatenating the
entity and entity soft label. Here, we continue to choose the BERT pre-trained model for text feature
extraction: 1) use the pointer labeling strategy to replace the conditional random field (CRF) model
in the sequence labeling to achieve the extraction of nested entities; 2) add entity soft label vectors to
strengthen the connection between named entity recognition and relation classification; 3) when the
multi-head selection module judges the semantic information between two entities, the entity-encoded
information is calculated by biaffine transformation to obtain the final relation matrix. The intuitive
structure of the model is shown in Figure 3.

3.2.1. Pointer labeling framework

Nested entity recognition is a complex problem in named entity recognition tasks. In the traditional
sequence labeling strategy, a multi-label classification task is used to replace multi-classification tasks,
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as shown in Figure 4(a). However, such processing will make each label of the entity isolated. Another
approach is to merge the label layers, as shown in Figure 4(b). Merging the label layers and re-encoding
the labels will result in a sharp increase in the number of labels and make some labels sparse. Thus,
we continue to choose the cascading pointer annotation strategy introduced above to deal with these
problems. Specifically, as shown in Figure 4(c), an R-layer pointer network is built, where R is the
number of entity types in the dataset, and 1 is used to mark the start and end positions of the entities.

... 肾 囊 肿 ...

1
0
0
0
0

0
0

1

0
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0B-部位

I-部位

B-症状

I-症状

O

（a）BIO Multi-category label

...

肾

囊

肿

...

O

I-部位

O

O

O
左

0

0
1

0

0

01
1

左 B-部位

O

I-部位

O

O

O

B-部位B-症状

I-症状

I-症状

I-症状

O

I-部位

O

O

O

B-部位B-症状-部位

I-症状-部位

I-症状

I-症状

（b）BIO Label merging strategy

... 肾 囊 肿 ...

1
0

0
0

0
0

1

0
1

0
0

0
1

0
0

1
0

0
0

（c）BIO Multi-category label

左

0

0
1

0

0

1

部
位

end
start

症
状

end
start 0

0
0

左肾囊肿：Left renal cyst     左肾：Left renal     囊肿：Cyst
Entity Label：部位（Body parts），症状（Symptom）

Figure 4. Different labeling schemes for nested entities.

3.2.2. Multiple selection module

Here, “head” refers to the last character of an entity, and multi-head selection means that each entity
in the text may have predefined relations with other entities. The multi-head selection module and the
named entity recognition module share weights with the encoder layer. The new entity feature is used as
the entity head by concatenating the entity encoding feature with the entity type soft label, participating
in the subsequent relationship classification task to calculate the relation types between other entities.
The entity overlap problem of triples can be alleviated by this joint extraction method. The function
of the module is to identify the predefined relation r̄l ⊆ R between each entity ending in the character
wi, i ∈ [0, n] and other entities ȳl ⊆ w in the given sentence w and relation set R. The calculation of the
relation score between any two entities wi and w j is shown in the following formula:

gi =
∑

so f tmax(si)·M
N (3.15)

zi = [hi; gi], i = 0, ..., n (3.16)
s(z j, zi, rk) = VRelu(Uz j + Wzi + b) (3.17)

where si is the state vector of the i-th character in the sequence; M is the vector matrix of the entity
labels; N is the number of entity labels; gi is the label representation vector learned by the model; hi is
the feature encoding representation of the character; zi represents the spliced state vector of the label
and character features; V, b ∈ Rl, U,W ∈ R(l·(2d+b)), d is the number of encoder hidden layer units; b is
the label vector dimension; and l is the number of single-layer hidden layer units. The rk represents the
k-th relation type.

The definition of the probability formula for calculating the triple < z j, rk, zi > and the loss function
in the relational calculation are shown in the following formula:

pr(head = w j, label = rk|wi) = sigmoid
(
s(z j, zi, rk)

)
(3.18)
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Lrel =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

− log pr(head = yi, relation = ri, j|wi) (3.19)

where n is the length of the input text, m represents the number of triples composed of the last character
wi of the entity, yi ⊆ w is the last character of the other entities, and ri ⊆ R is the relation between the
two entities.

3.2.3. Biaffine transformation attention

The improvements here are attributed to the methods proposed by Dozat et al. [34] and Yu et al. [35].
Dozat et al. introduced the biaffine attention mechanism into the dependency syntax analysis task to
enhance the syntactic dependency between the dependent word and the head word. Yu et al. introduced
this mechanism to the task of named entity recognition and judged the entity type by calculating the
biaffine attention value of the character vector at the start and end of the entity. The biaffine attention
mechanism uses the feedforward neural network (FFNN) to process the output of the feature-encoding
layer to express hi and adds the original linear deviation as the output result. The specific calculation
process is shown in the following formula:

z
′

i = FFNNHead(zi) (3.20)
z
′

j = FFNNTail(z j) (3.21)

s(z
′

i, z
′

j) = z
′

iUmz j + Wm(z
′

i ⊕ z
′

j) + bm (3.22)

where FFNNHead and FFNNTail represent two independent FFNNs; zi and z j are the stitching vectors
of the feature layer encoding output and label representation vector in Eq (3.17); z

′

i and z
′

j represent the
results of zi and z j after the dimension reduction processing of the FFNN to increase the proportion of
the main features in the data. Um ∈ R

(d×c×d), Wm ∈ R
(2d×c); bm is the bias parameter; d represents the

number of hidden units in the FFNN; c represents the number of relations in the dataset.
Equation (3.22) is used to calculate the relation between the two entities in all their respective scores;

the probability distribution of entity’s last character wi and another entity’s last character w j in all the
semantic relations is calculated as shown in Eq (3.23); the relationship to pump loss function (cross
entropy loss function) is defined as shown in Eq (3.24).

pr(head = w j|wi) = S o f tMax
(
sm(z

′

i, z
′

j)
)

(3.23)

Lrel =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

− log pr(head = yi, j, relation = ri, j|wi) (3.24)

where n represents the length of the input text, m represents the number of the entity’s last character wi

forming triples, yi is the last character of the other entity, and ri is the relation between the two entities.

4. Experiment

4.1. Datasets and evaluation metrics

We evaluate our model on two datasets, CMeIE [1] and CEMRDS. The CMeIE dataset is generated by
manual construction. The corpus contains multi-source medical text data, including medical textbooks
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and clinical practice guidelines, totaling 28,008 sentences, 11 entity labels, and 44 relation labels. The
CEMRDS dataset was constructed manually by ourselves. The data source includes electronic medical
records of stroke and diabetes, which contains a total of 6,192 sentences, 7 entity labels and 14 relation
labels. The two datasets consist of many sentences containing multiple triples. More importantly, the
data sources are relatively broad, covering a representative sample of Chinese medical texts. Therefore,
CMeIE and CEMRDS are suitable for evaluating the ability of the model to extract entity overlap triples
from Chinese medical text data. We divide the sentence into normal (NOR), single entity overlap (SEO),
and entity pair overlap (EPO) according to the different types of triple overlap in the sentences. In
addition, we count the dataset according to the number of triples in the sentences. The detailed statistical
results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of the CMeIE and CEMRDS dataset statistics. N is the number of relational
triples in the sentence. The sentences are categorized into three types: NOR, SEO, and EPO.
Note that a sentence can be divided into SEO and EPO at the same time. #Relations is the
pre-defined number of relations of these two datasets, respectively; the other numbers are
those of instances.

Class
CMeIE CEMRDS
Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

N = 1 6713 1663 2036 2322 301 283
N = 2 3711 962 1147 1037 128 121
N = 3 2304 583 699 499 49 63
N = 4 1635 396 494 294 45 42
N ≥ 5 3561 878 1223 801 96 111
NOR 6931 1718 2116 2966 380 362
SEO 10,993 2764 3486 1987 239 258
EPO 1572 197 268 692 16 28
Total 17,924 4482 5602 4953 619 620
#Relations 44 14

We report the precision rate (Prec.), recall rate (Rec.), and F1 value as the evaluation indexes of the
model extraction effect. Only when the triple elements extracted by the model are completely consistent
with the answer can the extracted triple be considered correct, that is, the exact matching method.

4.2. Compared methods

The baseline models we chose are 1) the state transition network Lattice LSTM-Trans model based
on Lattice LSTM coding [36]; 2) CasREL. In CasREL, we used pre-trained models such as ERNIE,
BERT, BERT-wwm, and RoBERTa-wwm to enhance performance.

4.3. Implementation details

Since the tasks are the same and the pre-trained models’ structures are relatively similar, we used
the RoBERTa-wwm pre-trained model that performs best in CasREL. To explore the impact of adding
biaffine transformation, we conducted ablation experiments in BTCAMS, tested the model without a
BT strategy, and denoted it as CAMS. We took into account the semantic relation of synonyms between
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similar entities to address the unique phenomenon in the CMeIE dataset. This phenomenon is more
common in disease type entities. When a synonymous semantic relation appears in a sentence, we will
no longer distinguish the order of the head and tail entities; when a entity has a synonymous semantic
relation, we consider its dominant triple to be equivalent to the dominant triple of its synonym. Other
experimental parameters are set as follows: the maximum text length of the model input is 300, the
single input batch size during training is 12, the training epoch is 100, the Adam optimizer is used for
model optimization, the learning rate is set to 5e-5, the output dimension of the encoding layer is 768,
the word embedding and position embedding dimensions are set to 300, the position embedding window
is 30, the hidden layer dimension is 150, and the drop rate is set to 0.5.

4.4. Results

4.4.1. Main result

Table 2 shows the results of different models for extracting semantic triples on two Chinese medical
datasets. It can be seen from the table that the best results of CasREL were obtained when RoBERTa-
wwm was uesd in CasREL’s experiments. We speculate that this may be because RoBERTa-wwm can
be more adequately trained by changing the mask strategy and increasing the training time and corpus
size during pre-training. Therefore, we choose to use RoBERTa-wwm in the following experiments as
the encoder layer. It can be seen from the results that our model exceeds the baseline model, except for
the results of CAMS on CEMRDS. Among these, the result of Cas-CLN on the CMeIE dataset is lower
than that of BTCAMS, while the result on the CEMRDS dataset is the best. By comparing the datasets,
we can see that the CMeIE dataset has 44 predefined relations, while the CEMRDS dataset has only 14
predefined relations. The problem of sparse supervised signals in Cas-CLN training is improved, which
confirms our speculation that Cas-CLN is more suitable for datasets with fewer predefined relation
types. In addition, the comparison between the results of CAMS and BTCAMS shows that it is useful
to integrate the calculation of deep biaffine transformation into the model.

Table 2. Results of the main experiment.

Setting
CMeIE CEMRDS
Prec.(%) Rec.(%) F1(%) Prec.(%) Rec.(%) F1(%)

Lattice LSTM-Trans 87.54 15.86 26.86 49.34 47.24 48.27
CasRELERNIE 56.78 50.76 53.60 67.79 64.95 66.34
CasRELBERT 60.61 55.09 57.72 71.51 66.06 68.68
CasRELBERT−wwm 60.80 55.02 57.76 70.05 67.58 68.79
CasRELRoBERTa−wwm 60.45 56.57 58.44 74.82 63.94 68.95
Cas-CLN 65.40 53.90 59.09 73.73 68.89 71.23
Cas-CLN-Syn 61.09 58.18 59.60 - - -
CAMS 59.92 58.39 59.14 71.31 64.14 67.54
CAMS-Syn 60.43 58.63 59.52 - - -
BTCAMS 63.96 56.78 60.16 71.25 68.08 69.63
BTCAMS-Syn 64.51 57.08 60.57 - - -
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Figure 5. Detailed results of sentences with different overlap types and different numbers of
triples on the CMeIE.

4.4.2. Results of different overlap types and different numbers of triple in sentence

We further test sentences containing different overlap types and different numbers of triples on the
CMeIE dataset to verify the triple extraction ability of our model in dealing with complex cases. The
results are shown in Figure 5. When dealing with different entity overlap types, the baseline model
Lattice LSTM-Trans, in dealing with the two overlap problems of SEO and EPO, has much lower
performance than the NOR type, which shows that the extraction of overlap relational triples is more
difficult. However, the performance of our proposed models caught up with the baseline CasREL when
dealing with various overlap problems, with a considerable number of models exceeding the baseline
CasREL. Among them, CAMS and BTCAMS exceeded the baseline in all types, and even Cas-CLN
was only 0.53% lower than CasREL in common types. This shows that our method is effective in
dealing with complex overlap problems, whether single entity overlap or entity pair overlap.

When dealing with the problem of different numbers of triples in the sentence, it is similar to the
situation of entity overlap. The more triples in the sentence, the more difficulties the model faces to
extract them. Our proposed BTCAMS and CAMS completely exceed CasREL’s performance. Cas-CLN
is slightly lower than CasREL in sentences containing only one triplet type, and it also exceeds CasREL
in other cases. This proves that when faced with sentences containing different numbers of triples, our
models all show excellent and consistent performance.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, aiming at the extraction task of semantic relation triples in Chinese medical texts, we
propose a subject-based cascade tagging framework with conditional layer normalization (Cas-CLN)
and a biaffine transformation-based cascade tagging framework with multi-head selection (BTCAMS)
model for the datasets with a wide variety of relations, and extensive experiments were conducted
to verify the validity of the two models. In Cas-CLN, we used the head entity information auxiliary
model to extract the tail entities and the corresponding semantic relations through the conditional layer
normalization strategy. In BTCAMS, we improved the BIO entity labeling strategy through the cascade
pointer label network and enhanced the extraction of semantic relations between two entities through
biaffine attention. In conclusion, our methods have achieved better results than baseline CasREL on the
two Chinese medical text datasets CMeIE and CEMRDS and experimental results on different sentence
types show that our model can perform well in complex and difficult scenarios.
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